Introduction

Congenital long QT syndrome is a family hereditary disease, which clinically manifested as abnormally prolonged QT interval, recurrent fatal arrhythmias that lead to syncope and even sudden death, with or without the loss of hearing. LQTS patient without hearing loss is also called Romano-Ward Syndrome (RWS), which is autosomal dominant inherited. Other patients who are autosomal recessive inherited and have hearing loss are considered as JLNS patients, which is much rarer than RWS. The main symptoms of JLNS are syncope and fatal arrhythmia like other LQTS, but it has the unique phenotype of profound bilateral sensorineural hearing loss (1). It has a morbidity of 1–6:1,000,000, and a higher possibility of suffering from syncope and sudden death (2,3). Since JLNS is a rare disease, there have been few in-depth studies on this disease since yet. Previous studies have found that the pathogenesis of JLNS is related to KCNQ1 or KCNE1 gene mutation. There are a relatively small number of studies reporting the successful ablation treatment on JLNS patient due to the extremely low incidence rate. We report a 51-year-old female patient diagnosed with JLNS through gene detection. The patient has A to G missense mutation in KCNE1 gene, and a subunit with abnormal structure, which is the basis for congenital deafness. The main clinical manifestation of this patient is frequent fatal ventricular arrhythmia triggered by premature ventricular contraction (PVC). Ablation was successfully performed to eliminate the triggering PVC. The patient was not able to have implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD) implantation due to economic reasons. During the 12-month follow-up, no syncope or fatal arrhythmia was found in this patient. Our case showed that radiofrequency catheter ablation (RFCA) was an effective way to treat fatal arrhythmia in JLNS patient.
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than 550 m sec, syncope before age 5, and a male older than 20 years with the KCNQ1 pathogenic variant (8).

This case in our study showed that the ablation of the triggering premature ventricular contractions (PVCs) could have a positive effect on prevention of fatal arrhythmias in JLNS patients. We present the following case in accordance with the CARE reporting checklist (available at http://dx.doi.org/10.21037/apm-19-460a).

Case presentation

A 51-year-old woman was admitted to the Second Affiliated Hospital of Anhui Medical University for repeated syncope 4 years. The patient had been treated with Amiodarone 0.2 g, t.i.d and Valproate 200 mg t.i.d. in Apr 2016 for one month. The patient suffered from palpitation and syncope intermittently, which appeared under fatigue and emotional stimulation. When the syncope occurred, he had limb convulsions, his eyes turned up, his teeth were closed, urine incontinence occurred, and his consciousness was lost. He was conscious after about 10 seconds. After admitted to our department on Aug 31, 2017, myocardial enzymes test like creatine kinase-MB, myoglobin and troponin I were all examined and in normal range. Echocardiogram showed a normal cardiac structure and function. However, the 24-hour ECG monitoring recorded several times of torsades de pointes (Tdp) and even ventricular fibrillation (VF) which was triggered by premature ventricular contraction, and relieved without further medical intervention. Electrocardiogram on Sep 1, 2017 at onset of syncope showed a prolonged QT interval of more than 500 ms (Figure 1). Otorhinolaryngology specialist examination indicated bilateral severe sensorineural deafness. Therefore, the patient was initially diagnosed with JLNS due to the following reasons: (I) fissura auris congenital; (II) QTc >460 ms; (III) the history of syncope/Tdp/ventricular fibrillation. Then the gene sequencing was done on the patient and the patient’s family member to confirm the diagnosis of the JLNS from the point view of genetics. The blood of the patient and 9 other family members were tested (Figure 2). After the procedure of acquisition of genome DNA, genomic polymerase chain reaction and DNA sequencing, a missense mutation of A to G was found at position 112 of KCNE1 gene (Figure 3), which led to the consequences that the serine codon (AGT) was replaced by the glycine codon (GGT), and 7 of the 9 family members of the patient all had the same missense mutation of A to G in the same position (Figure 4). Therefore, JLNS was finally diagnosed.

Radiofrequency catheter ablation (RFCA) was considered to be an effective way to stop the fatal arrhythmias, since there was no evidence with high quality to confirm the efficiency of routine drug therapy on JLNS, the continuing Tdp or even VF threatening the life of the patient. It has been reported that RFCA was successful in eliminating the premature ventricular complexes and subsequent polymorphic ventricular tachycardia and prolonged QT (9). The 24 h Holter monitoring before the RFCA...
Figure 2 Pedigree of familial diseases. The circle represents female and the square represents male. The letters in the figure are represented by J: the proband; C: the proband’s elder sister; G: the proband’s son; F: the proband’s eldest brother; H: the proband’s second brother; E: the proband’s third brother; D: the proband’s younger brother; B: the proband’s daughter; a: the third brother’s daughter; I: the elder sister’s daughter.

Figure 3 Gene sequencing showed an A to G missense mutation in the patient.

Figure 4 The mutation situation in Exon 112 of the patient and family members (“J” stands for the patient herself and others are other family members).
didn’t found many premature ventricular contractions, which makes activation mapping relatively hard and at the first 30 minutes of the operation no ventricular premature beat was observed. RFCA was then performed on Sep 1, 2017. In current case, the isoprenaline was used, then the ventricular premature beat appeared and wide QRS tachycardia was induced (Figure 5). Pacing with ablation catheter at the septum of the right ventricular outflow tract produced QRS morphology perfectly matched with the spontaneous PVCs, then the application was performed at the temperature of 55–60 °C with a maximum power of 50 watts. No PVCs were observed by ventricular stimuli even with isoproterenol. The patient was not able to have implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD) implantation due to economic reasons. The patient was discharged from hospital on September 8, 2017. During the 12-month follow up, no syncope or fatal arrhythmia was observed (Figure 6).

All procedures performed in studies involving human participants were in accordance with the ethical standards of The Second Affiliated Hospital of Anhui Medical University and with the Helsinki Declaration (as revised in 2013). Written informed consent was obtained from the patient for publication of this study and any accompanying images.

Discussion

KCNE1 gene was firstly reported by Murai in 1989. The gene located at 21q22.1-22.2, and the length was 40 bp (10). It has three exons, two of them located at 5'-UTR. minK protein which is coded by KCNE1 gene is consisted of 129 amino acid residues and include three parts which are extracellular region, transmembrane area and cytoplasm area. KCNE1 gene is expressed in a variety of human tissues and peripheral blood leukocytes. The main working mechanism of minK protein is helping α subunits and β subunits to build composite ion gated channel and enhance the stability of composite ion channels through the regulation of α-subunit gating. The current dynamic characteristics of KCNE1 in hetero-expression system are similar to those of IKs, the abnormal express of KCNE1 can cause malignant ventricular arrhythmias, recurrent syncope or even sudden death (11-13). The congenital deafness is an important difference in phenotype between JLNS and RWS. The mechanism of the cause of deafness is the formation of abnormal submits in striated cells in the inner ear caused by gene mutation of KCNQ1 or KCNE1 gene, causing secretory disorder of lymphoid system and collapse of cochlear middle ventricle, which leads to deafness (14-16). In our case, the patient has A to G missense mutation in KCNE1 gene, and a subunit with abnormal structure, which is the basis for congenital deafness.

In all, the treatment options for JLNS are minimal. In 2006, a first large study of the JLNS was published, which involved 186 JLNS patients. They found that early therapy with implantable cardioverter/defibrillators must...
be considered and beta-blockers have limited efficacy (8). Another previous study has evaluated the safety and effect of pacing in addition to β-blocker treatment in children with JLNS. They found that no arrhythmic events occurred in six very young JLNS patients with atrial pacing in combination with increased doses of β-blockers during the seven years of follow-up, which indicated that this treatment may prevent life-threatening arrhythmias in this high-risk patient group, when left cardiac sympathetic denervation is not available (17).

This is a report on the rare disease. The gene mutation of JLNS was also detected in this study. Moreover, PVCs was successful applied in treating this kind patient. There were also some limitations in this study. First, this is a case report. The effective of the treatment of PVCs still need to be evaluated in further studies. The other seven family members of the patients were not administrated with systematic examination, though the gene detection was performed.

In conclusion, up till now, there are a relatively small number of studies reporting the successful ablation treatment on JLNS patient due to the extremely low incidence rate. RFCA turns to be an important therapeutic tool for LQTS, especially for JLNS because of the limited effect of drug therapy. Our case showed that RFCA was an effective way to prevent the occurrence of fatal arrhythmia in JLNS patient through the elimination of the triggering PVC.
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